Performance Evaluation of Microtubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cell Prototypes at a Laboratory Scale and Identification of Needs Related to Gas Sensors †
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Abstract: Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC’s) are devices for power generation, usually for stationary applications. Microtubular SOFC’s have been developed for portable applications. The present contribution includes a brief description of the fabrication and some results of the performance evaluation of microtubular SOFC’s (specifically for samples that are in the process of failing due to the formation of fractures or the cement sealant) at a laboratory scale so that researchers who are developing sensors could improve their prototypes for this type of applications. During the evaluation, safety relies on gas sensors that detect fuel leaks. A low cost hydrogen gas detector - alarm system is also presented.
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1. Introduction

Solid Oxide Fuel Cells (SOFC’s) are electrochemical devices for the conversion of chemical energy from fuels into electrical energy. They are mainly used in stationary applications due to their high efficiencies (~ 60 %, or higher when used in cogeneration) and high operating temperatures (~1000 °C). Other features of these devices are: a noiseless operation, flexibility in the type of fuel to utilize (e. g. hydrogen, methane, ethanol), a modular use in power generation systems as to meet the electrical power requirements, lower environmental impact vs that of conventional thermoelectric power generation based on their high efficiencies, components are made of ceramic materials (i.e. solid oxides) [1].

As in any electrochemical cell, SOFC’s are composed by an electrolyte and two electrodes. When using hydrogen as fuel and the electrolyte is an oxygen ion conductor, air is usually fed to the cathode chamber, so that oxygen is reduced at the porous cathode (equation 1); the produced oxygen ions migrate from cathode to the anode through the dense electrolyte; at the surface of the porous anode, oxygen ions react with hydrogen (fed to the anode chamber) to produce water and electrons that are conducted through an external circuit, from anode to cathode.

\[
\frac{1}{2} O_2 + 2e^- \rightarrow O^{2-} \tag{1}
\]

\[
o^{2-} + H_2 \rightarrow H_2O + 2e^- \tag{2}
\]
layers, considering also interconnectors (for application, a system of many cells, connected in series and parallel, should be fabricated) and 3) sealing the cathode and anode chambers so that fuel is not mixed with air, they should be separated for the SOFCs to correctly operate. Microtubular SOFC’s have been proposed for portable or mobile applications [4-6]. Devices with this particular architecture have relatively small dimensions: length of tubes less than 10 cm, diameter less than 5 mm and thickness of the cell components in the sub-micrometer range. Due to their small size, the temperature gradients in the stack could be relatively low, so that stacks of microtubular SOFC’s have greater tolerance to thermal cycling, high resistance to thermal shock, faster start-up capability, besides higher volumetric power density and the ease of sealing, compared to conventional tubular SOFC’s. The main fabrication techniques to produce microtubular SOFCs are extrusion, dip coating and could be coupled with some others such as electrochemical vapor deposition and thermal spraying [7-9, 11]; sintering processes are usually performed alternately.

Based on the works by De la Torre et al. [10-12], we started working on the development of microtubular SOFC prototypes at a laboratory scale. Usually performance evaluation of the cells is conducted using hydrogen (5 or 10 % H₂ in argon, or 100 % H₂ saturated with water at room temperature [13-15]) as fuel, and cells are placed within a tubular furnace which is in the 500-700 °C range. Hydrogen flows in the inside of the tubular cells while stagnant air is surrounding the cell. The performance evaluation of the prototypes is usually done based on Linear Sweep Voltammetry and Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopic measurements; results of those techniques can indicate that there are leaks in the sealing or that fractures in samples are being propagated. Some of those results are shown in this contribution.

In this scenario, safety significantly relies on hydrogen detecting sensors. There is a variety of types of commercial hydrogen sensors (electrochemical, metal oxide, pellistor, optical, etc.) based on their working principle [16-18]. In terms of research, design and development of materials for such sensors is under progress [19-20] (e.g. flexible materials [21]). Sensitivity, interferences and poisoning are important factors to be considered for the selection of an adequate sensor.

We also present the design of a low cost system for hydrogen detection, containing visual alarms (RGB LEDs) and a buzzer: two hydrogen sensors were included and placed closed to the ends of the tubular furnace.

## 2. Materials and Methods

### 2.1. Fabrication and Performance Evaluation of Microtubular SOFC Prototypes

Microtubular SOFC prototypes were fabricated based on a dip coating technique: electrolytic and electric suspensions were prepared from commercial ceramic powders \((\text{Ce}_0.8\text{Gd}_0.2\text{O}_1.95, \text{GDC}20-\text{M}, \text{fuelcellmaterials}; 50 \% \text{NiO} - 50 \% \text{Ce}_0.8\text{Gd}_0.2\text{O}_1.95, \text{GDC}20-\text{M}, \text{fuelcellmaterials}; \text{La}_0.8\text{Sr}_0.2\text{Co}_0.2\text{Fe}_0.8\text{O}_3, \text{LSCF-P}, \text{fuelcellmaterials})\) and an ink vehicle (fuelcellmaterials). Polymethylmethacrylate cylindrical rods (diameter ~1.14 mm, length ~ 3 cm, Goodfellow) were used as sacrificial cores; they were dip coated (ND-DC Nadetech Innovations dip coater) with the anodic suspension (containing NiO and \(\text{Ce}_0.8\text{Gd}_0.2\text{O}_1.95, \text{NiO-GDC}\)), drying alternately at 100 °C for 1 h, until a thickness of ~ 0.5 mm was reached. Then an electrolyte layer (GDC) was applied by dip coating. After drying, sintering at 1420 °C for 8 h was performed. During this process the sacrificial core was decomposed. The cathodic suspension (containing \(\text{La}_0.8\text{Sr}_0.2\text{Co}_0.2\text{Fe}_0.8\text{O}_3, \text{LSCF}\)) was applied by brush painting and dried at room temperature for 24 h. A final sintering was performed at 1150 °C for 2 h. Silver wires were wound around the exposed cathodic (at the center) and anodic (extremes) parts and silver paint was applied, thus forming the current collectors. The cells were then connected into alumina tubes and a cement sealant was applied (Ceramabond 885). A thermal treatment at 260 and 370 °C for 2 h was carried out. Reduction of anode was performed at 500 °C for 2 h with a 5 mL/min H₂ (saturated with water at room temperature). During this process, the Open Circuit Voltage of the cell (OCV) was measured. Once the OCV is close to 1 V and steady, Linear Sweep Voltammetry (LSV), followed by Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopic (EIS) measurements were performed. From LSV measurements (from OCV to 0 V, at a 10 mV/s rate) polarization curves (cell voltage vs current
density and Power density vs current density; power density was estimated as the product of cell voltage times current density) were obtained. EIS measurements were made with an applied voltage signal with an amplitude of 10 mV in the 8x10^{-3} to 1x10^6 Hz frequency range.

2.2. Design of a Hydrogen Detecting – Alarm System

The hydrogen detecting system was composed of two MQ-8 gas sensors (Zhengzhou Winsen Electronics Technology) connected to an Arduino board with an expansion shield. The alarm module of the system included two RGB LEDs and one buzzer. Each gas sensor, together with a RGB LED, was placed close to the ends of the tubular furnace used for the performance evaluation of the cells. The structure of the code for the Arduino board is shown in Figure 1; [H₂] represents the hydrogen concentration (ppm) detected by the sensor. Depending on the hydrogen concentration value that is read every 200 ms, a certain color (blue, yellow or green) is displayed on the LED and when red is displayed, the buzzer emits simultaneously an alarm sound. Before use, gas sensors were calibrated with a flow of pure hydrogen.

![Figure 1. Flowchart of the software for the hydrogen detecting-alarm system.](image)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Performance Evaluation of Microtubular SOFC Prototypes

Results in this section correspond to a microtubular SOFC prototype (NiO-GDC/GDC/LSFC) with a length of ~ 2 cm, an outer diameter of ~ 1.5 mm; the anode, electrolyte and cathode thicknesses were ~ 350, 15 and 40 µm, respectively. It is important to mention that after the thermal treatment for curing the sealant, air or nitrogen is passed through the prototypes and the flow is measured before and after the samples, to ensure that the sealant has no leaks. The OCV values of the NiO-GDC/GDC/LSFC prototype during reduction are shown in figure 2.

When there are small leaks of hydrogen, the OCV value does not approximate to ~1 V. Some samples could have microcracks that propagate during the thermal treatments and cause hydrogen leaks.

After the 2 h of started the anode reduction at 500 °C, LSV measurements were performed on the NiO-GDC/GDC/LSFC prototype. About one hour later, the OCV was decreased; LSV measurements were performed again. The LED of the hydrogen detecting system indicated the presence of hydrogen outside of the furnace. After cooling down the furnace, the prototype showed a significant cross-sectional fracture. Figure 3 shows the corresponding polarization curves.
Figure 2. Evolution of the OCV during anode reduction.

Figure 3. Polarization curves of a microtubular SOFC prototype at 500 °C, (a) at a stable OCV and (b) after a hydrogen leak was detected.

On the polarization curves shown in Figure 3(a), the OCV is ~ 1 V, the maximum power density ~ 300 mW/cm², at a current density of ~ 830 mA/cm² and a cell voltage of ~ 0.38 V. The values of all of the mentioned parameters significantly dropped when the sample was fractured and hydrogen mixed directly with oxygen: OCV was ~ 0.84 V, maximum power density ~ 9 mW/cm² at a current density of ~2.8 mA/cm² and a cell voltage of ~ 0.05 V.

The impedance spectra in a Nyquist plot format are shown in Figure 4. It is evident that the impedance of the sample was significantly increased due to the fracture.

Figure 4. Nyquist plots of a microtubular SOFC prototype at 500 °C, before (red) and after (blue) a hydrogen leak occurred.

As already shown, the results of the electrical measurements could indicate the propagation of fractures in samples, as well as the occurrence of hydrogen leaks. However, in terms of safety it is important to have a hydrogen detecting – alarm system, with sensors as close as possible to the places where hydrogen leaks could happen. If possible, it would be better to place sensors inside the furnace; in this case, a relatively high sensitivity to detect hydrogen in air is needed. As SOFC’s could operate with other fuels, sensors for detecting hydrocarbons are also needed in this research area.
3.2. Design of a Hydrogen Detecting – Alarm System

The already described system has the advantages of low cost (~ 45 USD) and several hydrogen sensors can be connected with minor modifications of the software. MQ-8 sensors detect hydrogen in air in the 100-10,000 ppm range (much lower than the Lower Flammability Limit of hydrogen in air, i.e., 4 %) and could be used for detecting other gases (e.g., alcohol [22]). The system has also the flexibility of using other sensors (if sensibility for other gases becomes an issue). Sensors have to be placed outside the furnace since their operating temperature range is -110 to 50 °C.

4. Conclusions

Results from LSV and EIS measurements could predict or be indicative of total failure in microtubular SOFCs: Low OCV, low maximum power densities values indicate that hydrogen is mixed with oxygen; an increase of impedance of the samples at constant conditions could indicate propagation of fractures. However, safety related to hydrogen use, during performance evaluation of prototypes at a laboratory scale, should rely on monitoring systems with alarms. Sensors included in those systems should have high sensitivity and the best would be to place them as close as possible to where fractures and leaks could happen, bearing in mind that intermediate temperature fuel cells operate in the 500-700 °C range. A low cost hydrogen detecting system was developed and is being used: it has the advantage that more than one sensor could be connected to it, it has RGB LEDs as indicators of the hydrogen concentration and a buzzer that is activated when a certain concentration is surpassed. The system can easily be modified to use other type of gas sensors.
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